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Ferroelectric materials comprise non-centrosymmetric unit cells with permanent electric 

dipole moments switchable by electric fields, exhibiting strong coupling between polarization, 

strain, and electronic degrees of freedom. The dynamics of the ferroelectric polarization 

underlies their functionality but these processes, and the speed limits determining how fast the 

polarization can change, remain largely unknown
[1-4]

. In particular, the ability to all-optically 

generate significant modulations or reorientations in the ferroelectric polarization represents a 

key step towards terahertz-frequency information storage technologies, actuators, and optical 

modulators making use of the associated nonlinear optical response.
[2-5]

 From a more general 

perspective, the use of light to modulate the functional properties of ferroelectrics holds 

promise for both directing these degrees of freedom and for elucidating their fundamental 

properties.
[6-8]

 Previous theoretical predictions indicate that large-amplitude polarization 

modulations can be achieved on hundreds of femtosecond time-scales
[9,10]

 and studies with 

hundreds of picosecond to nanosecond time-resolution using electrical bias pulses have 

provided evidence for large amplitude modulations/switching of the polarization.
[11-14]

 Here 

we use terahertz (THz) pulses
[15,16]

 as an all-optical bias to apply sub-picosecond duration 

electric fields to BiFeO3 (BFO) thin films.  We show that these generate large amplitude 

changes in the ferroelectric polarization and the associated nonlinear optical properties. 

Observed modulations in the intensity of the second harmonic light generated by the thin film 

correspond to on-off ratios of 220x, gateable on few hundred femtosecond time-scales.  These 

effects are enhanced through the use of rare earth doping to position the sample at a 

morphotropic phase boundary where the electromechanical and nonlinear-optical responses 

are magnified
[17-19]

 but where the dynamical response of these materials has not previously 

been explored.  Additionally, metallic electrode structures are used to both electrically bias 

and to further enhance the applied THz fields through sub-diffraction-limit focusing within a 

nanogap.
[20-22]

 These results open up possibilities for wideband, high contrast terahertz-
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frequency device architectures controllable by all-optical bias fields and novel opportunities 

using light to dynamically modulate functional degrees of freedom in ferroelectric materials. 

The second order susceptibility of a solid, 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘
(2)

 is responsible for nonlinear mixing and 

second harmonic generation (SHG) processes in solids. It is a 3
rd

 rank tensor whose 

coefficients reflect the symmetry of the medium, vanishing in centrosymmetric media under 

the dipole approximation.
[23]

 For this reason SHG is commonly used as a structural probe and 

in ferroelectrics (2)
 is proportional to the ferroelectric polarization.

[24-28]
 In general, the SHG 

efficiency of a medium will be modified in the presence of a symmetry-breaking electric field 

E. An electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) effect can be included in the frequency 

domain representation of the SHG process by defining a third-order susceptibility tensor 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
(3)

 

such that the induced nonlinear polarization at frequency 2 in the presence of an optical field 

E


is given by 

𝑃𝑖
2𝜔 =  𝜖0  ∑ [𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘

(2)
+  𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

(3)
𝐸𝑙]𝑗,𝑘,𝑙 𝐸𝑗

𝜔𝐸𝑘
𝜔∗   (1) 

 

Because (2)
 is proportional to the ferroelectric polarization, this additional (3)

 term can 

equivalently be viewed as the first-order field-dependent Taylor-series correction term to the 

second-order susceptibility or ferroelectric polarization P0.  Through these approximations our 

measurements probe directly the time-dependent polarization within the film with the first 

order correction term a measure of the induced polarization.  By scanning the polarization of 

the probe beam one effectively probes the response of the medium along different 

crystallographic directions. The intensity measured at a detector is proportional to [𝑃2𝜔]2, so 

that the field-induced change in the second harmonic intensity, in a one-dimensional 

approximation, is Δ𝐼2𝜔~[𝐼𝜔]2[2𝜒(2) ∙ 𝜒(3)𝐸 + (𝜒(3)𝐸)2].   When an electric field is present 

the intensity therefore consists of three terms: a background of order (𝜒(2))2, a term of order 
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(𝜒(3)𝐸)2 scaling quadratically with the applied field, and a cross term in which the second-

order contribution acts to homodyne the EFISH signal.   One can write the SHG modulation 

as  

 

Δ𝐼

𝐼2𝜔

2𝜔
~ 2

𝜒(3)

𝜒(2) 𝐸 + (
𝜒(3)

𝜒(2) 𝐸)2    (2) 

 

where the effective susceptibilities depend on the geometry and direction of the field vectors 

and may be complex valued. This demonstrates the known result that the observed 

modulation is a linear function of electric field strength for small applied fields. In this 

experiment, sub-picosecond duration THz electric fields are used to drive the SHG 

modulation. Related EFISH effects have been observed in a variety of material systems.
[29-34]

   

  

We initially studied monodomain BFO (110) oriented ferroelectric thin films on 

SrTiO3 substrates. Electrode structures enabled both the application of DC biases to the 

samples as well as the generation of field enhancements by applied single cycle THz fields 

(Figure 1).
[20]

 Polarization-dependent static SHG measurements of these samples are 

consistent with the known R3c space group rhombohedral symmetry of BFO (Supporting 

Information Section 1). Under pulsed (200 s duration) electrical bias we observe that the 

maximum modulation in the second harmonic signal occurs when the polarization of the 

probe beam at 800 nm is parallel to the applied DC field, indicative of a response in which the 

induced polarization in the sample points along the direction of the applied field. When field 

amplitudes larger than the known coercive fields are applied, one observes SHG butterfly 

loops associated with an EFISH response of BFO at low fields, followed by switching of the 

ferroelectric polarization (Figure 1b)
[35]

. This can be equivalently viewed as a low-field 

piezoelectric response with the sign of the piezoelectric coefficient changing sign when the 
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polarization switches.
[36]

 The magnitude of the observed response is consistent with estimates 

based on known values for the piezoelectric and electrostrictive coefficients for BFO 

(Supporting Information Section 3).  Based on these loops, the coercive switching field is on 

the order of 100kV/cm, which is consistent with reported values for this material
[37]

. The DC 

bias measurements also allow us to compare the size of the SHG modulation effects at our 

expected THz field strengths, which for a 400kV/cm DC pulse corresponds to a ~ 10% 

modulation in the second harmonic intensity.   

For characterization of the ultrafast electric-field-induced modulations, single-cycle 

THz pulses with peak incident electric field of 400 kV/cm generated by optical rectification in 

LiNbO3
[16,38]

  were applied with their electric field vector aligned in the [001] direction, 

parallel to the in-plane projection of the spontaneous polarization (Figure 1a). The maximum 

modulation in the SHG intensity was observed when both the fundamental (800 nm) and 

second harmonic beams (400 nm) were aligned parallel to the THz field, consistent with the 

results of the DC-biased EFISH measurements and again indicative of an induced polarization 

along the direction of the applied field vector. For small incident THz fields, the measured 

EFISH modulation has the same temporal dependence as the electric field as measured by 

electro-optic sampling (Figure 1c) consistent with the above model and indicative of a 

response in which the induced polarization follows adiabatically the applied field. This is 

expected for the case discussed here in which the peak of the THz spectrum (~0.7 THz) lies 

significantly below the known vibrational modes of BFO.
[39]

 In the presence of 400 kV/cm 

incident THz fields, we observe a modulation of the second harmonic intensity of 8%, 

comparable to the DC bias measurements at similar fields.  Viewed from the perspective of an 

effective modulation in the second order susceptibility or polarization, this corresponds to a 

modulation of ~4%, roughly consistent with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 

(Supporting Information Methods). We estimate negligible (~0.4 K) temperature jumps 

associated with this polarization modulation (Supporting Information Section 2).  
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In order to enhance the applied THz fields and the induced modulations of the SHG 

efficiency and ferroelectric polarization, the same slit structure that enabled DC biasing was 

used, acting as a nano-gap capacitor to generate field-enhancements without significantly 

modifying the temporal shape of the applied pulse.
[20,40]

 Supporting Information Section 4 

describes finite difference time domain simulations modeling the field enhancement showing 

factors of ~3 in the electric field within the sample. We enhance the field-driven response 

further by carrying out measurements on rare-earth-doped Sm-BFO (100) samples on LSAT 

(100) ((LaAlO3)0.3-(SrAl0.5Ta0.5O3)0.7 substrates. A spatial gradient in the doping profile 

enabled measurements at a range of doping values from 0 to 45%, enabling in particular 

measurements near the morphotropic phase boundary between the rhombohedral ferroelectric 

and the orthorhombic paraelectric phase
[18,41,42]

. Additionally, the lower dielectric constant of 

LSAT enables more efficient coupling of the applied field into the thin film
[43]

.  The expected 

response in the static SHG is observed as the probe beam is scanned across the doping 

gradient, as shown in Figure 2a.  One observes a clear boundary in the static SHG with the 

intensity going to zero (red curve) at a doping concentration of ~14% associated with the 

large reduction in the second order susceptibility within the paraelectric phase, consistent with 

the known phase diagram
[17]

 as well as piezoresponse force microscopy and x-ray scattering 

measurements of the doping-induced structural response (Supporting Information Section 5). 

Figure 2a also shows the field-induced changes in the second harmonic intensity (blue curve) 

and on-off ratio (intensity of SHG at peak of THz field divided by intensity of SHG without 

THz field; green curve) as a function of doping on the bare Sm-BFO film. An enhancement is 

observed in both the field-induced change in the second harmonic intensity and the on-off 

ratio as the phase boundary is approached.  This indicates that the enhancement in the on-off 

ratio near the phase boundary is not just associated with a reduction in 
(2)

 but rather involves 

an enhancement in the effective 
(3) 

or a variation in the relative phase of the two 

contributions with doping.  Similar enhancements are observed in the piezoelectric response 
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of these samples near the phase boundary.
[19]

 Electrode structures with a width of 2 m were 

deposited near this phase boundary allowing for application of enhanced ~400 kV/cm fields 

within the film. At this position (corresponding to 11% Sm doping) the static second 

harmonic generation intensity is reduced to ~10% of its value at zero doping, corresponding 

to an approximately 1/e reduction in the second order susceptibility or ferroelectric 

polarization. 

Figure 2b shows the normalized EFISH response for different applied fields measured 

on Sm-BFO within the electrode structure.  At high fields one observes a clear deviation in 

the temporal shape of the induced modulation, showing the increasing importance of the 

nonlinear terms, associated with a quadratic EFISH response ~ (𝜒(3)𝐸)2.  This is additionally 

reflected in the frequency spectrum of the EFISH signals (Supporting Information Section 6) 

which shows at the highest fields a zero frequency component associated with rectification of 

the applied THz field and induced higher frequency components.  One can fit well the full 

temporal shapes of the induced EFISH signals shown in Figure 2b, consistent with the 

quadratic EFISH model described above and an adiabatic response of the polarization to the 

applied field at the phase boundary (Supporting Information Section 6). Figure 2c shows the 

field dependence of the on-off ratio within the slit. We observed a maximum on-off ratio of 

220 at the highest fields applied.  This is approximately 10x the value recorded without 

electrode structures and thus consistent with the estimated 3x field enhancement, and also 

shows that the SHG contribution from the gold electrode structures is negligible (Supporting 

Information Section 7). Similar response is observed with 1400 nm probe pulses and SHG 

wavelength below the BFO bandgap, ruling out a resonant nonlinear optical response. 

(Supporting Information Section 8). MD simulations (Supporting Information Methods) 

carried out for the Sm-BFO samples reproduce the known phase diagram (Figure 3a) and 

predict large-amplitude polarization modulations under THz bias, of order 100%, near the 

phase boundary (Figure 3b-3c). These simulations additionally predict an adiabatic response 
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of the ferroelectric polarization at the highest fields, consistent with the experiments. With I2 

~ |
(2)

|
2 

~ |P|
2
, I/I ~ 2P/P + (P/P)

2
  and one directly extracts the induced fractional 

modulation in the polarization P/P to be of order 10, a factor of about 10 higher than the MD 

simulations. We emphasize that the simulations do not account for the multidomain nature of 

the Sm-BFO film and only approximately account for the presence of the phase boundary. 

This estimated fractional modulation in the polarization corresponds to an experimentally 

induced change in polarization of ~100C/cm
2
, comparable to the built-in ferroelectric 

polarization away from the morphotropic phase boundary. Here one is in a non-perturbative 

limit where the simple approximations made above likely begin to break down and where 

both atomic and electronic modulations to the ferroelectric polarization likely play an 

important role in the field-driven response.  Polarization modulations of order 10x the built-in 

polarization on time-scales of ~1 ps correspond to bound current densities J~P/t ~ 10
9
 

A/cm
2
, comparable to estimated domain switching current densities in BFO at similar applied 

fields
[44]

 and a full range of THz emission studies may be additionally applied to further 

elucidate this bound current response.
[1]

  

In conclusion, we report measurements showing large amplitude modulations in the 

nonlinear optical response and ferroelectric polarization in multiferroic BiFeO3 thin films, 

driven by sub-picosecond terahertz electric fields.  These effects point towards novel 

applications with respect to ferroelectric photonic switches and electromechanical devices 

gated by all-optically applied fields. Measurements with probe energies below the band gap 

where the linear absorption is low show similar nonlinear responses, a key aspect with respect 

to device applications. Measurements of the polarization dynamics at the morphotropic phase 

boundary show possibilities for significantly enhancing the response of materials to ultrafast 

bias fields.   Straightforward extensions to nanoslit geometries with field enhancements an 

order of magnitude larger than used here in combination with plasmonic coupling of both 
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THz and optical probe beams
[45]

 point towards possibilities for manipulating the polarization 

and nonlinear optical properties of nanoscale ferroelectric domains on ultrafast time-scales. 

 

Experimental Section 

Epitaxial BiFeO3 films were grown by pulsed laser deposition on (110) oriented SrTiO3 

substrates. Monodomain BFO (110) films with Ps along [111] were obtained with thicknesses 

of 30 and 60 nm. Sm-doped films with thickness of 100 nm were fabricated using the 

combinatorial thin-film deposition technique and deposited on LSAT substrates.
[48]

 100nm 

thick Au electrode structures were evaporated onto BiFeO3. Slits of widths of 2um were 

defined using standard photolithography and metal lift-off techniques. Second harmonic 

generation from the BiFeO3 films was collected in reflection at normal incidence. A half wave 

plate was used to control the polarization of the probe beam, and an analyzer polarizer was 

used to filter the collinear second harmonic radiation. The 400 nm light was collected in a 

photomultiplier tube with a bandpass filter to reject the fundamental beam. See Supporting 

Information Methods for additional details on the optical setup and MD simulations. 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing sample electrode structure with incident terahertz pump 

pulse. Sample orientation is shown indicating the ferroelectric and terahertz polarization 

directions. (b) DC electrical biasing measurements with bias applied parallel to the 

ferroelectric polarization for a 2um gap on 60nm BFO film showing butterfly switching loop 

and switching fields on the order of 100kV/cm. (c) Low field THz EFISH measurement on 

the same BFO film shown in comparison to measured applied electric field profile measured 

by electro-optic sampling. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) 100 nm Sm-BFO film response as a function of Sm-doping. At the 

morphotropic phase boundary the sample switches from a ferroelectric to a paraelectric phase 

and the static second harmonic goes to zero, reflecting the centrosymmetry of the paraelectric 

phase (red curve). The blue curve shows the raw second harmonic intensity with THz field on. 

The green curve shows the on-off ratio. (b) Measured normalized EFISH signal for different 

applied THz fields within the electrode structures near the morphotropic phase boundary 
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(~11% doping). c) Modulation in second harmonic intensity for Sm-BFO with electrodes as a 

function of peak THz field near the morphotropic phase boundary. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) MD simulation results showing the calculated dependence of the polarization on 

Sm-doping. THz-driven modulation for 11.7% Sm-doping (b) and 13.6% Sm-doping (c). 
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